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ON THE SELF-INTERSECTIONS
OF FOLIATION CYCLES

YOSHIHIKO MITSUMATSU

Dedicated to Professor Masahisa Adachi on his 60th birthday

Abstract. The existence of a transverse invariant measure imposes a strong

restriction on the transverse complexity of a foliated manifold. The homological

self-intersection of the corresponding foliation cycle measures the complexity

around its support. In the present paper, the vanishing of the self-intersection

is proven under some regularity condition on the measure.

0. Introduction

It is a basic problem for the theory of foliations to investigate how the trans-

verse structures can be twisted. If a foliation has a foliation cycle, its dynamical

behaviour becomes mild in some sense. In this paper, we study the homologi-

cal self-intersection of foliation cycles which reflects such a phenomenon. For
a foliation cycle C, a similar invariant Xv(^) = [C] n e(v^) is considered,
where e(v&~) denotes the euler class of the normal bundle i/y to y. The

self-intersection [C]2 has some relation to %v(&~) as explained later. As for

the estimate or the vanishing of Xv(&~) > see V> anc* 5].

The leaves of a foliation 1? fill up a foliated manifold (Af, y ) without
intersecting with each other. This suggests the vanishing of the self-intersection
in many cases. In this paper a sufficient condition for the vanishing is given.

Throughout this paper, we assume that a foliated manifold (M, y ) is both

tangentially and transversely oriented, Af and y are smooth, and Af is closed.

Let p, q, and « be dim y, codimy, and dimAf respectively. The tangent

(resp. normal) bundle to y is denoted by xSF (resp. vSF). The foliation

cycle (resp. the invariant measure) which corresponds to a transverse invariant

measure p (resp. the foliation cycle C) is denoted by C = Cß (resp. p = pc).

Homology and cohomology always imply de Rham's ones. Ù* denotes the de

Rham cochain complex. For the fundamentals of foliation cycles, see [7].
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1. The fundamental classes of compact leaves

First, we deal with the fundamental classes of compact leaves as a special case

of foliation cycles. Through some examples, we make simple observations on

their self-intersections. To begin with, we review the following two well-known

propositions, first of which is known as the Bott vanishing theorem and is one

of the starting points of this paper.

Proposition 1.1 [1]. The normal bundle vf? admits a GL+(q, Rfconnection

which is flat along the leaves of y.

Such a connection is called a "Bott connection" or a "basic connection" and

is not unique.

Proposition 1.2 (Milnor-Sullivan-Gromov-Smillie, [4, 6, 2]). Let X be an ori-

ented closed p-manifold and £ be a flat oriented W-vector bundle over X. Then

the inequality

\(e(Ç),[X])\<2-*\\X\\

holds, where \\X\\ denotes the Gromov invariant of X. Especially in the case of
p = 2, the original Milnor inequality has the expression

\(e(Q,[X])\<2-xmax{0,-x(X)},

where /(A) is the euler characteristic of X.

Combining these propositions and the next easy one, we obtain Proposition
1.4.

Proposition 1.3. For a compact leaf L of a foliated manifold (Af,y), the

following relation
[L].[L] = [L]ne(^)£Hp_q(M)

holds. If p = q, of course the r.h.s. is nothing but the Kronecker product.

Proposition 1.4. Let L be a compact leaf of a p-dimensional foliation y on a

2p-dimensional manifold M. Then we have

|<e>y),[7])| = |[7]2|< 2-1711.

Remark. Proposition 1.3 does not hold for general foliation cycles, e.g., if we

take 2[7] instead of [7], the l.h.s. is multiplied by 22 = 4, but the r.h.s. is
multiplied by 2.

Example 1.5. Let us consider a foliated 52-bundle C : Af4 -> Y.g over a closed

oriented surface ~Lg of genus g (g > 2). For a given integer / such that

1^1 < 2_1|x(^)| = g - 1, we can construct a foliated S2-bundle Ç which

has a compact leaf with its self-intersection / as follows. For such J , there

exists a flat SL(2, K)-vector bundle £, : E -» Lg with (e(Ç), [Zg]) = J (see
[4]). Let 7 be the 0-section of £. Then, [7]2 = /. Next, consider a flat

M3-bundle « = £ © e ' where e ' is the trivial flat real line bundle. Then take

the associated flat S2-bundle Ç which is the required one. The subhemisphere

bundle Ç+ (resp. Ç-) of Ç which corresponds to the hemisphere {(x, y, z) £

S2 ; z > 0 (resp. z < 0)} is nothing but the original flat vector bundle ¿; (resp.

with its orientation reversed) so that the 0-section corresponding to (0, 0, ±1)

determines a compact leaf L± with [7±]2 = ±J .
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Remark. In the above construction, if we fix the base space Lg, the self-

intersection of a compact leaf 7± is bounded by g-l, because the compact leaf
is diffeomorphic to the base space. If we want to increase the self-intersection

of a compact leaf, we have to embed a compact leaf of higher genus.

One way to do that would be to realize a compact leaf 7 as a finite orbit of

the holonomy group of another compact leaf 7n . However, in such a way, the

self-intersection vanishes, because 7 and 7n are disjoint and [7] = k • [7n] £

H2(M), where k is the covering degree of 7 —> Lq .

Another way would be to realize a compact leaf as a finite orbit of the global

holonomy of a foliated bundle. But again, this has little hope as illustrated in

the next example.

Example 1.6. Let us consider a foliated ^-product over a closed oriented p-
manifold A, i.e., a product S^-bundle it : M = X x Sp -> A which has a
/^-dimensional foliation y whose leaves are transverse to the fibres. Let 7 be

a compact leaf of y, and k be the degree of the covering tp = n\i : L —> A.

If k is greater than 1, the self-intersection [7]2 vanishes.

Proof. Let ñ : M = L x Sp —> 7 be the pull-back of the foliated ^-product n

by tp so that Af admits a foliation y which is transverse to the fibres of ñ ,

i.e., y = 0*y where tp : M -» Af is the covering map induced between the

total spaces. The inverse image (¡>~X(L) = 7 is mapped onto 7 by tp\~ with

degree k .

L =L0 U 7' c M —*—> Af D L

I ñ *\ (? degree k)

7 -?-» x
The pull-back 7Ï has the tautological section whose image Ln is a connected

component of 7. Therefore 7 splits into a disjoint union of 7n and 7' =

L\Lq. They are mapped onto 7 by tp in degree 1 and (k - 1) respectively.

The pth homology groups and the induced homomorphisms corresponding to

the above diagram constitute the following commutative diagram.

K©E E©R

Hp(M)~Hp(L)®Hp(SPf^]Hp(M) ~ HP(X)®HP(S")

1 i
R~HP(L) ^ HP(X)~R

Therefore [7'] = (k - 1)[70] e HP(M) is obtained and we see

[7]2 = [7o]2 = (/c-l)-'[7'].[70].

As seen above, 70 and 7' are disjoint and thus [7]2 = 0 is obtained.   D

These observations lead us to the following problem.

Problem. For a given 2/i-dimensional manifold Af, does there exist the upper
bound for the self-intersection of any compact leaf of any p-dimensional foli-
ation on Af ? How about in the case of foliated bundles with their base space

and fibre specified?
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2. Vanishing of self-intersections

2.1. In the previous section we observed an extreme class of foliation cycles

and a phenomenon that cycles with larger supports tend to have the trivial self-

intersections. In this section, we state and prove a vanishing theorem of the

self-intersections for another extreme class of foliation cycles.

Theorem 2.1. Let p be a transverse invariant measure of a foliated manifold

(Af, y) supported on a smooth submanifold N of M satisfying the following

conditions.
(1) dimA>/? = dimy.
(2) pis bounded on N, i.e., for any transverse manifold T of (N ,&~\N), the

induced measure p\p on T is bounded w.r.t. any Riemannian volume of T.

Then the self-intersection of Cß vanishes, i.e., [Cß]2 = 0.

2.2. To prove Theorem 2.1, we construct a closed smooth #-form 9ß =

9(Cß, e) which is the Poincaré dual to the foliation cycle Cß and show that

[9ß]2 = 0 £ H2i(M).
Let us first consider the case of a compact leaf 7 and Cß = ¡L. We fix a

Riemannian metric g on Af. Hence we consider that the tangent bundle 7Af
of Af splits as 7Af = ry © vfF and i^y = x9~L carries a fibre metric natu-
rally. Let E denote the total space of vSF and Er denote the corresponding

disc bundle {v £ E ; \\v\\ < r} of radius r. The Thorn isomorphism implies

that there exists a closed g-form 9 e Q.q(Ex , dEx) such that JE 9 = 1 over

any point z e Af. We fix such a Thom form <I>. Next, we choose e > 0 so

that the exponential map

expe : Ee\L -> Af

is an embedding. Let mr denote the fibrewise multiplication by r on E, i.e.,

mr : is —► 7¿ ,        mr(z, v) = (z, r-v).

Then, as is well known, the smooth #-form <I>(7, e) = (expe om£)»3> represents

the Poincaré dual to [7].

2.3. To obtain the Poincaré dual to foliation cycles Cß in general, what we

want to do is "/^ [the above construction] dp ." We fix a finite open covering

%f = {Ux■ = Df x D« ; i £ J"} of Af by foliated charts and {tpt ; i £ J"} be
a smooth partition of unity which is subordinate to the covering %. We take

£o > 0 so small that expEo is an embedding over each plaque of %. Now

let <I>£ denote the #-form (mE)*i> on Ee which is also a Thom form and is

concentrated on Ee. 9e is pushed down to Af leaf by leaf and is integrated

along y (= the leaf space) by the measure p. To be precise, for each plaque

7>f x {y} of Uj   (y £ DJ), define a smooth <7-form 9(y, i, e) on Af as

9(y, i,e) = {expl,\DPx{y})t(<pj0 7i)'9E

where n denotes the bundle projection E —> M. Next, for each U¡ a smooth

g-form 9(i, e) is defined at each point z e Af as

9(i, e)(z) = 9(y,i, e)(z)dp¡(y)
JyeD«
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where p¡ is the measure on Dq induced from p. Finally, we set

(D(C/i,e) = 5]d>(i,fi).
i£S

Proposition 2.2. (1) The q-form 9(Cß, e) is closed.
(2) The cohomology class of 9(Cß, e) does not depend on e.

(3) The closed q-form 9(Cß , e) represents the Poincaré dual to the foliation

cycle Cß.

Proof. (1) We first remark that the form 9(Cß, e) does not depend either on

the choice of the covering ^ or on that of the partition of unity {<p¡} . Then,

on a small neighbourhood of each point, the form 9(Cß, e) is considered to

be the integral of closed forms on the neighbourhood along the transverse space

by the measure p . Therefore 9(Cß , e) is closed.

(2) For 0 < Ö < e, 9¿ and 9e are cohomologuous in Ee. Hence there

exists a (q - l)-form ¥ £ Q.q~x(Et, dEE) such that dx¥ = 9e-9ô. Replacing
9E by *F in the above construction, we obtain a smooth (q - l)-form ^(Cf) e

Q«-1 (Af) instead of 9(Cß, e). Then it is easy to see that dV^f) = 9(Cß, e) -

*(C„,¿).
(3) We show that the p-current

C(e)= [  ■ A9(Cß,e)
Jm

(weakly) converges to the current Cß as e —► 0. Because the smooth form

9(Cß, e) is closed and its cohomology class is independent of e, the same

holds for C(e) and its homology class. Then, especially for any closed p-form

œ £ QP(M), we have

(co,C(e)) = (oj,Cß)   and   [C(e)] = [Cß]£ HP(M).

Therefore, it suffices to show the convergence.

By the construction of 9(Cß, e), it is enough to show that

/  coh9(i,e)= /  ft»A    /      ((exoE\DPx{y})t(tpi°7t)-9e)dpj
Jm Jm       \7y6i>«

00

converges to (<p¡ • co, C(e)) = (œ, <p¡ • Cß) as e —> 0. By Fubini's theorem, we

have

/  coA9(i,e)= (      coA(exr)E\DPx{})t(<pio7t)-9E) dpi(y).
Jm Jy€D« \Jm ' )'y

Now, we look at the integrand

Ee(y)=  /  a)A(exr)E\DP><{y})*(tpio7i)-9E
Jm

=   / (e\pe\DPx{y}omE)*toA(tpion)-9
JE]

on D9 . In the second expression of FE(y), the norm of (exp£ \¡yx{y} o me)* is

bounded as e —* 0. Therefore the function FE(y) is bounded on (0, eo) x Dq .

Moreover, it is clear that the form  (exnE\Dpx^ o mE)*co on Ex   uniformly
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converges to (n\Dpx{y})*to as e —> 0. Then, the limit F(y) = lime_07£(y) is

obtained as

E(y)=  j  (n\DPx{y])*o)A(tplo7t)-9
Jex       '

=   I  {^\ax{y})*(9i-o>)r\9
Jex       '

=  / <P,-co
/Ofx{v} '

and turns out to be bounded and continuous on Dq . Therefore, by the bounded

convergence theorem, we obtain

lim/   to A9(i, e) = lim /      FE(y)dpfy)
«—o Jm £_>0 Jy£.D]

= /      lim FE(y)dpi(y)
Jv€Dl £^°

tpi-to\ dpi(y) = ((pi-to, C„)
í   (/JytD- \7of>'x{y}

and thus the proof is completed.   D

2.4. Now, let us prove Theorem 2.1. We may assume M = N because, if not

so, we only have to replace (Af, y) by (A, &~\n) ■ What we actually prove is
the uniform convergence

lim9(Cß,e)A9(Cß,e) = 0.

For this, we have to know the behaviour of 9(Cß, e) as e —► 0 and of the

exponential map exp£ a little more closely.

For any point z £ M, choose a foliated chart U = Dp x Dq = {(x, y);

x = (x\, ... , Xp),y = (yx, ... , yq)} around z as follows. First, let z be

the origin (0, 0) and 7 be the leaf through z. Take orthonormal fram-

ings (Vx, ... , Vp) and (Wx, ... , Wq ) of x^\l and vSF\l respectively around

z and take the normal coordinate (xx, ... , xp) of 7 around z w.r.t. the

framing (Vx(z), ... , Vp(z)) and the metric q\l . Then, we define the coor-

dinate (£ = (£,, ... ,Çp),  n = («i,..., nq)) of E\L around z as ({, «) =

(x, «i • Wx (x, 0) H-Y nq • Wq(x, 0)). Next, take the normal coordinate (yx,

... ,yq) of the transverse disk exp£o(7i£0jZ) w.r.t. the framing (Wx(z), ... ,

Wq(z)) and the metric q , and thus as a foliated chart, the y-coordinate is de-

fined around z. At (0,y), the framing expt(0 y=r¡)((Vx, ... , Vp)) =

(V¡, ... , Vp) may not be orthonormal. Therefore, by the orthogonal projec-

tion, (V{,..., Vp) is projected to the framing (V(', ... , Vf) of xSFiq^ and,

by the Gram-Schmidt method, we obtain an orthonormal framing (Vx, ... ,VP)

of x&(o,y) ■ Then, take the normal coordinate (xx, ... , xp) on the leaf Ly

through (0,y) around (0,y) w.r.t. the framing (Vx, ... , Vp)<Qyy) and the met-

ric \j\iy. Thus we obtain the foliated chart {(x, y)} = Dp x Dq = U of some

radii ex and e2 of Dp and Dq respectively. The smoothness of (Af,y) and

the compactness of Af guarantees that we can choose ex and e2 uniformly,

i.e., they do not depend on z but only on (Af, y) and g. We also obtain
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an orthonormal framing (Vx, ... ,VP,WX, ... , Wf) of xf? © v9~\u = TM\¡j

from the framing (£-, ... , £-, -£- , ... , -£-) by the Gram-Schmidt method.

Then, by the coordinates (<*, «) and (x, y), the exponential map

E = exp£2 : 7i£2|DPx{o} -» U = Dp x Dq

is expressed as x, = & + //(£, n) and

1=1

where oj¡ denotes Kronecker's symbol, with the estimates

Mi, n) £ 0(\\i\\) ■ 0(\\n\\),     gj(Z, n) £ 0(\\i\\) • 0(\\n\\2),

anda,7(¿)e0(||£||).
Therefore its differential 7>E is expressed around z as

DE=(        sik + fik(t, q), M£,V) \

with the estimates

fik(Z,ri)eO(\\n\\),       fa(i, r,) € 0(\\Ç\\),

ajpk(Z)€0(l),        gjk(Z,ri)£0(\\n\\2),

and

gjl(Ç,ri)€0(\\WO(M)-

Also, we remark that the framing (Vx, ... ,VP) (resp. (Wx, ... , Wq)) coincides

with (&. ■■■> &rp) (resP- (&> ■ ■ •. 4)} at z = (°> °) and both of them

span the same tangent plane ry (resp. vfF) along 7)'' x {0}, i.e., if we express

the second by the linear combination of the first as

¿- = £(<*,* + bik(x ,y))-Vk + J2 b'u(x ,y)-W,
ÖXl      k i

and

j- = £ &,*(*, y). F* + £(d;7 + ^(x, y)) • *F,,

we have the estimates that the functions bik and b'.¡ belong to 0(||(x,y)||)

and b'u and bjk belong to 0(||y||). Of course these functions depend on the

choice of the center z = (0, 0) and the orthonormal framing there. But the

smoothness and the compactness imply that there exists a constant Ai > 0

which depends only on (M, y ) and g such that

\fk\, \ajik\, \b'u\, \bjk\ < A, • IMI,    \fu\, \ajl\ < A, • »(Il,

M<A,.|MI2,    |^/|<A1.||í||-ll'7ll,

and

|6*|. Ityl <£*!• IK*.y)ll
and r] on the r.h.s. can be replaced by y through the map E.
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Next, we estimate the form 9E\DPx{Xyi as e -> 0. On EE2\DPx^, using the

coordinate (<Ü, w), the #-form 9\DPx^ is expressed as

$1 = <E>Id/>x{0} = Y1    £    a"(£ ' f ) dth A • • ■ A ¿&, A <% A • ' • A d"jQs ■

\J\=q-s

Here, 7 = (i'i, ... , /,) and J = (jx, ... , jq-s) are multi-indices such that

I < h < • • ■ < is < P   and    1 < ji < • • • < jq-s < q

and |7| and |7| denote their length. Here again, there exists a constant A2

which depends only on (Af, y) and g such that

\au(L»)\<K2.

As the multiplication map me is simply expressed as m£(¿;, w) = (£,, en), we

obtain

4>e(í >") = ££ e~lJ]au(Ç, e_1n) dc\lx A • • • A dÇis A dnjx A • • ■ A dnjq_s.
s    I,J

As our estimate is uniform w.r.t. z, it is enough to estimate the form E„í>£

only on the transverse disk {x = 0} = E({£ = 0}). Therefore we may assume

fu = 0. Combining all above estimates and this remark, we obtain the following

estimate of the form E*i>£.

E»Os = £ £ aue~W] A ( dxi + £ */* dxk + £ cm dy¡ )
s    I,J i€l \ k=l 1=1 I

AA(¿^/^') ■
jeJ \l=\ )

Here, huk , c¡u , and tjj¡ are some smooth functions such that hnk £ 0(||y||),

and C/,7, tjji £ 0(l). Putting the above in order by ú?x,'s and dyfs, we obtain

E,9E = ^2^2wrjdxh A • • • A dxis A dyh A • • • A dy]q_s
s     I,J

where y/¡j is some function belonging to 0(e~lJl), i.e., there exists some con-

stant A3 which depends only on (Af,y) and g such that \ip¡j(0,y)\ <

A3 • e~\J\. If we use the dual basis of 1-forms (ax, ... , ap, ßx,... , ßq) to

the framing (Vx, ... , Vp, Wx, ... , Wq), we obtain the similar estimate

Et<D£ = £ £ <Puah A • • • A ais A ßh A • • • A ßjq_s
s     I ,J

where tp¡fs satisfy the same condition as y/ifs. Here we introduce the notation

ui = ah A ■ ■ ■ A ais    and    ßj = ßjx A ■ ■ ■ A ßjg_s.

The final estimate is given as follows. To obtain the estimate at a point

m £ M, take a foliated chart U = Dp x Dq = {(x, y)} around m. For a

point z = (x, y) we obtain the above #-form E*3>£ which is now denoted by

9(y, e). We may assume that there exists a constant A4 > 0 which depends

only on (Af, y) and g such that if ||y|| > A4 -e the point m = (0,0) is not
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in the support of 9(y, e). Thus the Poincaré dual 9(Cß , e) to Cß around m

is given by

9(Cß,e)= [ 9(y,e)dp(y)
JyeD(K4 • e)

where D(r) denotes the subset {y ; ||y|| < r} of Dq and dp is the measure

on Dq determined by p . Therefore around m , we obtain

9(Cß,e)A9(Cß,e)

= ¡¡ 9(yx, e) A 9(y2 ,e)dpx dp(yx, y2)
JJ(yx,y2)eD(K4-s)2

= £ E Pitpit  A ä/.
JJ(yuyi)£D(Kt-e)i y Sl  /ii/|

i £ £ <Phhah A ßji   dßx ^(^i . yi)

*2     /2,/2 /

JJ(v,
, E   E   ^/.

'(y,,y2)60(Jt4-£)2il,52   lx,Jx,I2,J2

• <Pi2J • 2Q/, A #/, A a/2 A /?./2 i//i x í//í(y,, y2).

If |7i| + |72| > q, ßJt  A ßj2 = 0. Therefore, putting the above in order, we

obtain the following estimate

9(Cß,e)A9(Cß,e)

-IL ££*/■/•<*/ A ßjdpxdp(yx,y2).
(yx,y2)€D(K4-e)i   s   , j

Here, we may assume that there exists a constant A5 which depends only on

( Af, y ) and g such that the functions 9U are estimated as

\9,j\<K5-e-\J\.

Therefore, there exists a constant K¿ of the same kind such that the integrand

of the above formula is estimated as

£ £>//•<*/ A ßj   <K6.e-q
s       I,J

where the l.h.s. is the natural norm as a g-form. On the other hand, the assump-

tion that p is bounded against the Lebesgue measure implies that there exists

a constant A7 of the same kind such that dp x dp(D(r) x D(r)) is estimated

as

dpxdp(D(r)xD(r))<K7-r2q.

Combining the last two estimates, we obtain the uniform estimate

\\9(Cß, e) A 9(Cß ,e)\\< K2Aq ■ K6 ■ A7 • eq

and thus the uniform convergence

lim||<D(C^,e)A<D(C/i,£)|| = 0
£—•0

is obtained. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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Example 2.3. Let (Af, y, h) be a Riemannian foliation with a holonomy in-

variant transverse Riemannian metric f). Then fj defines a smooth transverse
invariant volume p and [Cß]2 vanishes.
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